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Evaluation of two selection tests for recruitment into radiology 1 
specialty training 2 
 3 
Abstract 4 
Background: This study evaluated whether two selection tests previously validated for primary 5 
care General Practice (GP) trainee selection could provide a valid shortlisting selection method 6 
for entry into specialty training (ST) for the secondary care specialty of radiology. 7 
Methods: We conducted a retrospective analysis of data from radiology applicants who also 8 
applied to UK GP ST or core medical specialty training. The psychometric properties of the two 9 
selection tests, a clinical problem solving (CPS) test and situational judgement test (SJT), were 10 
analysed to evaluate their reliability. Predictive validity of the tests was analysed by comparing 11 
them with the current radiology selection assessments, and the licensure examination results 12 
taken after the first stage of training (Fellowship of the Royal College of Radiologists (FRCR) 13 
Part 1). 14 
Results: The internal reliability of the two selection tests in the radiology applicant sample was 15 
good (α ≥ 0.80). The average correlation with radiology shortlisting selection scores was r = 0.26 16 
for the CPS (with p < 0.05 in 5 of 11 shortlisting centres), r = 0.15 for the SJT (with p < 0.05 in 2 17 
of 11 shortlisting centres) and r = 0.25 (with p < 0.05 in 5 of 11 shortlisting centres) for the two 18 
tests combined. The CPS test scores significantly correlated with performance in both 19 
components of the FRCR Part 1 examinations (r = 0.5 anatomy; r = 0.4 physics; p < 0.05 for 20 
both). The SJT did not correlate with either component of the examination.  21 
Conclusions: The current CPS test may be an appropriate selection method for shortlisting in 22 
radiology but would benefit from further refinement for use in radiology to ensure that the test 23 
specification is relevant. The evidence on whether the SJT may be appropriate for shortlisting in 24 
radiology is limited. However, these results may be expected to some extent since the SJT is 25 
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designed to measure non-academic attributes. Further validation work (e.g. with non-academic 26 
outcome variables) is required to evaluate whether an SJT will add value in recruitment for 27 
radiology ST and will further inform construct validity of SJTs as a selection methodology. 28 
 29 
Keywords 30 
Selection; selecting; shortlist; shortlisting; recruitment; radiology; secondary care; specialty 31 
training. 32 
 33 
Background 34 
This paper describes an evaluation study exploring whether two shortlisting selection tests 35 
currently used for entry into training in primary care General Practice (GP) could provide a 36 
valid shortlisting selection method for recruitment into specialty training (ST) for the secondary 37 
care specialty of radiology. The aim of shortlisting is to reduce the number of candidates  38 
subsequently undergoing a structured, nearly hour long, radiology ST interview by a panel of 39 
radiologists.  40 
 41 
To achieve a robust selection system the most crucial step is to identify appropriate selection 42 
criteria (Patterson et al, 2016). Previous job analysis studies using a multi-source, multi-method 43 
approach, indicate that there are a common set of competency domains important across 44 
secondary care specialties, such as empathy, integrity and resilience). Therefore, it is plausible 45 
that selection tests used for selection into one specialty could be readily transferred for use on 46 
another speciality, however very little previous research has explored this proposition directly. 47 
 48 
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Practically, the use of machine-markable shortlisting selection tests could provide a 49 
standardised approach to enhance both the efficiency (i.e. reduced time and cost) [1,2] and 50 
effectiveness (i.e. improved validity) [3-6] of the default shortlisting selection method where 51 
each candidate application form is analysed and assigned a score by a radiologist. This might 52 
go some way to addressing previous concerns of a chief medical officer for England stating that 53 
“Reform must take account of . . . weak selection and appointment procedures: these are not 54 
standardised and are frequently not informed by core competencies”[1]. There are no published 55 
studies exploring radiology shortlisting selection and the findings may be of particular interest 56 
to Health Departments and Radiology Faculties exploring centralised shortlisting in the UK 57 
(and Ireland, Singapore and Hong Kong where the Fellowship of the Royal College of 58 
Radiologists  (FRCR) is examined three times a year) as well as elsewhere internationally. 59 
 60 
The selection tests used for UK GP recruitment are: (1) a clinical problem solving (CPS) test, 61 
where candidates are presented with questions that require clinical knowledge to solve 62 
problems reflecting either a diagnostic process or a patient’s management strategy; and (2) a 63 
situational judgement test (SJT), where candidates are presented with work-related scenarios 64 
regarding professional dilemmas that they may encounter, and asked to judge the 65 
appropriateness of different potential responses. The SJT targets important non-academic 66 
attributes including integrity, empathy and ability to cope with pressure that have been 67 
identified as necessary for success in General Practice [4]. The tests used to select GP STs 68 
have shown good reliability and predictive validity [3,4] and good reliability and validity in 69 
pilots for other medical specialties including Core Medical Training (CMT; a two year 70 
internal medicine programme prior to subspecialisation as an ST) [5] and the acute specialties 71 
[6]. Any new selection method must satisfy various psychometric and legal criteria including 72 
standardisation, reliability, validity and fairness [7-9].  73 
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 74 
A recent systematic review of selection systems for medical education shows there exists few 75 
longitudinal predictive validity studies of selection tests especially in postgraduate training 76 
(Patterson et al, 2016).  Using a longitudinal design, in this study we explore the differential 77 
prediction of two selection tests, one focusing on clinical knowledge (CPS) and the other 78 
focusing on non-academic attributes (SJT). Clinical knowledge tests have been well 79 
established as good predictors of subsequent in-training and job performance (refs).  80 
However, relatively little is known about SJTs in predicting subsequent performance and 81 
theoretically, researchers have debated the construct validity of SJTs for selection purposes 82 
(Patterson et al, 2013; Kocwara et al, 2012; Lievens ref here). As such, depending on the 83 
outcomes of interest, one might expect differential prediction when comparing a clinical 84 
knowledge based selection test and an SJT, as both instruments purport to measure 85 
theoretically different constructs.   86 
 87 
Specifically, this study evaluates the comparative reliability and validity, as well as item 88 
difficulty and quality of these two selection tests for selection into ST for radiology, 89 
specifically addressing the following three research questions:  90 
1. What is the internal reliability of the CPS and SJT selection tests for a radiology 91 
applicant sample? 92 
2. What is the predictive validity of the CPS and SJT for performance on the Fellowship of 93 
the Royal College of Radiologists (FRCR) Part 1 examination (a knowledge-based 94 
licensure examination taken after the first stage of training)? 95 
3. Are CPS and SJT items set an appropriate level of difficulty, and of appropriate quality, 96 
for use with a radiology applicant sample? 97 
Methods 98 
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Sampling and assessments 99 
The National Research Ethics Service provided confirmation that ethical approval was not 100 
necessary for this study. Selection data (including CPS and SJT scores and candidate 101 
demographics) were obtained from the GP National Recruitment Office for all applicants who 102 
applied for UK GP or CMT training in 2009. The CPS paper comprised 94 items, lasting 90 103 
minutes; the SJT had 50 items, lasting 90 minutes. Example items are provided in Table 1. 104 
Scores on both tests were converted to a scale with a mean of 250 and a standard deviation of 105 
40. 106 
A substantial proportion of radiology applicants also applied for GP training or CMT or both, 107 
and these individuals were the target sample for analysis. Anonymised radiology selection 108 
data were acquired from the UK Department of Health for all applicants applying to English 109 
radiology training schemes in 2009. Additionally, we acquired FRCR Part 1 examination 110 
scores from 2010. The physics component of the FRCR Part 1 examination consisted of true 111 
or false multiple-choice questions (MCQ) and was machine-marked. The anatomy component 112 
had 100 questions based on 20 electronic images. The answers were written and marked 113 
centrally by experienced examiners. Both components were criterion-referenced with 114 
standards set using the Anghoff method. These scores were compared to the available 115 
selection data. 116 
 117 
Reliability 118 
Cronbach’s co-efficient alpha (α) is an index of reliability (internal consistency) of a test or 119 
scale, which is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. This was used to measure whether 120 
several items that propose to measure the same general construct produce similar scores. For 121 
selection tests in medicine, α ≥ 0.80 is considered to be acceptable [10]. 122 
 123 
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Item analysis 124 
Item analysis was conducted to determine whether the difficulty and quality of each CPS and 125 
SJT item was appropriate. Item facility (also known as item difficulty) is shown by the mean 126 
score for each item, representing the proportion of candidates answering the item correctly 127 
(e.g. mean of 0.60 corresponds to 60% of candidates answering the item correctly). Items are 128 
classified into three categories of facility: easy ≥ 0.8; moderate = 0.6 < 0.80; hard: < 0.6. Item 129 
quality is determined by the correlation of the item with the overall test score, not including 130 
the item itself (i.e. the item’s partial correlation). This measure provides information about 131 
whether the item helps to distinguish between good and poor overall performers. Item quality 132 
was classified into three categories using item partial correlations: good ≥ 0.25; moderate = 133 
0.18 < 0.25; weak < 0.18. As a test can be seen as a set of items that predict the test score, 134 
ideally, all items would have good correlations [10].  135 
 136 
Predictive validity 137 
Pearson and Spearman correlations were performed for parametric and non-parametric data 138 
respectively. All statistical tests were performed using IBM SPSS statistical software.  139 
 140 
 141 
 142 
Results 143 
Subject characteristics 144 
Data for the combined GP/CMT population of 2009 applicants (n = 6671) were used for 145 
comparison with the radiology applicant sample (Fig. 1). Of 3108 radiology applications to 12 146 
Deaneries (a Deanery is a regional organisation responsible for postgraduate medical training, 147 
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within the structure of the UK National Health Service), 895 (28.8%) of the applications were 148 
from individuals who had applied for GP training or CMT or both, and radiology shortlisting 149 
scores were available for 799 of the 895 (89.3%) applications to 11 Deaneries. Because 150 
individuals could apply to more than one Deanery, this represented a total of 297 individual 151 
applicants. If an individual was successfully shortlisted they proceeded to interview. Of the 152 
cohort that had applied for GP training or CMT or both, radiology interview scores were 153 
available for a total of 69 shortlisting applications from 11 Deaneries. In 2009, both radiology 154 
shortlisting and radiology interviews were conducted by individual Deaneries rather than at a 155 
national level, so statistical correlations were conducted separately for each Deanery. Sample 156 
sizes from separate Deaneries were too small to conduct statistically meaningful correlations 157 
between the GP/CMT selection tests and radiology interview scores, but were of sufficient 158 
size to explore correlations between the GP/CMT selection tests and radiology shortlisting 159 
scores. The mean age of the radiology shortlisting sample was 31 years (range 24 - 46). 160 
Further demographic characteristics of the radiology shortlisting sample are presented in 161 
Table 2, showing a high proportion of Asian participants and participants from outside of the 162 
UK. The only available comparative demographic data of the radiology shortlisting cohort are 163 
those successfully recruited into radiology, which is a different subgroup. However, in 164 
contrast to all the GP/CMT applicants, the different radiology subgroups are similar in that 165 
the largest ethnic group is Asian and that there are more males than females. 166 
We obtained results for all radiology STs sitting the 2010 FRCR Part 1 examination (n = 167 
1557). Twenty-eight and 27 of these sitting the anatomy and physics components respectively 168 
had also applied for GP training or CMT or both.  169 
 170 
 171 
Psychometric properties of CPS and SJT 172 
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In the radiology applicant sample, results showed that both the CPS and the SJT had good 173 
internal reliability (α = 0.80 and α = 0.84 respectively; Table 3).  174 
For the CPS, the mean item facility in the radiology sample was 0.72 (range 0.18 to 0.98). 175 
This moderate value was similar to the mean item facility in the GP/CMT population, which 176 
was 0.76 (range 0.26 to 0.97). There was deterioration in item quality in the radiology 177 
applicant sample, with 49 out of 94 (52%) of items classified as weak compared with 18 out 178 
of 94 (19%) in the GP/CMT population (Table 4).  179 
For the SJT, the mean item facility in the radiology sample was 0.63 (range 0.16 to 0.91). 180 
This moderate value was also similar to the mean item facility in the GP/CMT population, 181 
which was 0.65 (range 0.18 to 0.92). There was slight deterioration in item quality in the 182 
radiology applicant sample, with 9 out of 50 (18 %) of items classified as weak compared 183 
with 5 out of 50 (10 %) in the GP/CMT population. 184 
 185 
CPS and SJT validity 186 
We examined the predictive validity of the CPS test and the SJT by evaluating the extent to 187 
which tests scores correlated with (1) current radiology selection assessments used for 188 
shortlisting purposes, and (2) with subsequent performance in the FRCR Part 1 examination. 189 
In 2009, shortlisting was conducted by individual Deaneries rather than at a national level, so 190 
analysis was performed for each Deanery separately (Table 5). Significant correlations were 191 
found between CPS and radiology shortlisting scores for candidates who applied to 5 of the 192 
11 Deaneries. There were significant correlations for only 2 of the 11 Deaneries when SJT 193 
and radiology shortlisting scores were compared. The mean uncorrected correlation with 194 
radiology shortlisting scores was r = 0.26 for the CPS, r = 0.15 for the SJT and r = 0.25 for 195 
both GP selection assessments combined.  196 
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The FRCR part 1 examination results were categorical (pass or fail). Therefore, non-197 
parametric Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated for the two GP selection 198 
assessments and examination performance (Table 6). There was a significant correlation 199 
between the CPS scores and performance in both the anatomy (r = 0.50, p < 0.01) and physics 200 
(r = 0.42, p < 0.05) components. The SJT did not significantly correlate with either 201 
component of the FRCR Part 1 examination (r = -0.08 for anatomy; r = -0.02 for physics).  202 
 203 
 204 
 205 
Discussion 206 
Summary of findings 207 
The CPS and the SJT both have acceptable internal reliability when used in a sample of 208 
candidates who subsequently underwent radiology shortlisting. In the same sample, the item 209 
facility was satisfactory for both CPS and SJT, although the item quality was unsatisfactory 210 
for the CPS test. The predictive validity analysis of the CPS test and the SJT suggests that, in 211 
the current formats, the CPS test had more predictive validity in radiology shortlisting than 212 
the SJT. The predictive validity analysis of the CPS test and the SJT demonstrated that the 213 
CPS correlated well with both components of the FRCR Part 1 examination while the SJT did 214 
not.  215 
 216 
Strengths and weaknesses of the study 217 
Our inferences on CPS test and SJT psychometric properties for those applying to radiology 218 
ST are likely to be accurate as 100 per cent of the data were acquired. As almost 90 per cent 219 
of the radiology shortlisting data and 100 per cent of 2010 FRCR Part 1 examination data 220 
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were captured from those who had undergone GP/CMT selection, our inferences on 221 
predictive validity are likely to be representative for this sample. Nonetheless this study has 222 
limitations. Because the necessary inclusion criterion consisted of radiologists who had 223 
undertaken the CPS test and SJT, the sample was inevitably a subset of the entire 2009 224 
radiology applicant population, the majority of whom did not apply for GP training or CMT. 225 
Therefore, although indirect evidence suggested that the demographic characteristics were 226 
broadly representative of 2009 radiology applicants, there may have been sampling bias. For 227 
example, some of these trainees might have been unsuccessful at GP training/CMT selection 228 
and therefore radiology may have been a second career choice. A similar limitation is that 229 
applicants to radiology ST who were successfully recruited into radiology ST were inevitably 230 
a much smaller group than those undergoing shortlisting and a smaller group than those 231 
attending interview. Therefore, the numbers of those sitting the 2010 FRCR Part 1 232 
examination were also small and subject to sampling bias. 233 
As shortlisting is a means to select a small number of applicants for interview, few 234 
participants who underwent radiology shortlisting were subsequently interviewed for 235 
radiology ST. Since radiology interviews were implemented in 11 regions in 2009, the small 236 
interviewee sample sizes from each Deanery did not permit meaningful statistical analysis. 237 
Despite this being part of our aim, we were unable to explore meaningfully this third outcome 238 
measure. Outcome measures used were, therefore, the scores from radiology shortlisting and 239 
the first examination taken by the successful radiology trainees after the first stage of training 240 
(FRCR Part 1). Scores from a radiological examination seemed a suitable outcome to assess, 241 
and it is noted that similar predictive validity analysis was used in GP selection where future 242 
performance in the MRCGP was predicted [11]. Although an imperfect assessment of 243 
subsequent candidate ‘success’, these were the best data that could be obtained. Indeed, these 244 
were the only outcomes where candidates sat the same assessment that followed the CPS test 245 
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and SJT. By the time the cohort sat the FRCR 2A or 2B examinations (licensure examinations 246 
taken after the later stages of training), the group was split in terms of both different 247 
examination sittings and the number of modules taken at any one time confounding statistical 248 
analysis. Furthermore, other qualitative outcomes, such as the Record of In-Training 249 
Assessment (RITA) or Annual Review of Competence Progression (ARCP) have been in 250 
different states of evolution since 2009 and were performed by different Deaneries, rendering 251 
the sample sizes too small for meaningful statistical analysis.  252 
 253 
Study explanations and recommendations 254 
This study allowed us to explore whether selection tests that already exist for selection into 255 
other medical specialties could be translated to radiology ST selection. In terms of operational 256 
validity and candidate acceptance, the combination of the current CPS and SJT has proved to 257 
be the most effective in predicting selection outcomes when a batch of several tests was 258 
evaluated for GP training selection in 2009 [12], therefore it was plausible that the current 259 
CPS and SJT would predict selection outcomes in radiology ST training selection. Knowing 260 
whether the current CPS and SJT currently used for GP and CMT selection were valid tests 261 
for radiology ST selection would determine whether there was a possibility to roll out these 262 
well-researched standardised tests to all radiology applicants which would likely enhance 263 
both the efficiency (i.e. reduced time, effort and cost) and effectiveness (i.e. test validity) of 264 
radiology selection. After all, since 2012 there has been no shortlisting and all eligible 265 
radiology ST candidates are now interviewed, with considerable cost and logistic 266 
implications. Therefore the findings may be of particular interest to Health Departments and 267 
Radiology Faculties exploring centralised shortlisting in the UK but also internationally 268 
including Ireland, Singapore and Hong Kong where the Fellowship of the Royal College of 269 
Radiologists (FRCR) is examined three times a year) as well as elsewhere around the globe. 270 
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The CPS and the SJT both have acceptable internal reliability when used in a sample of 271 
candidates who subsequently underwent radiology shortlisting. This shows that the previously 272 
published acceptable internal reliability for these tests [4] is also acceptable when a subset is 273 
analysed that applies to radiology. However, we found that the difficulty and quality of some 274 
of the items in the CPS test, and to a lesser extent the SJT, may be less appropriate for 275 
selection into radiology compared to GP training or CMT. Nonetheless, the CPS test scores 276 
appeared to be predictive of performance in radiology shortlisting in 5 of 11 Deaneries, and 277 
both FRCR Part 1 examinations. This supports the notion that there is measurable overlap in 278 
the constructs targeted by the CPS test and these radiology-specific assessments. Although 279 
radiology is a diagnostic-based specialty, these results replicate findings reported elsewhere 280 
for clinical-based specialties [5,6] Further work into radiology-specific CPS test items is 281 
needed to improve item quality, which may improve predictive validity in radiology 282 
shortlisting. 283 
There were no significant correlations between the SJT and performance in either of the 284 
FRCR Part 1 examinations. The absence of significant correlations between these tests and 285 
the SJT might be explained by the fact that the tests are assessing different constructs: the SJT 286 
is designed to assess non-academic attributes such as integrity and coping with pressure, 287 
while the anatomy and physics examinations assess learned declarative knowledge in those 288 
areas. The SJT appeared to be predictive of performance in radiology shortlisting in 2 of the 289 
11 Deaneries and the size of the validity coefficients varied considerably (with r ranging from 290 
0.0 to 0.45). Therefore, there appears to be little overlap in the constructs targeted by the SJT 291 
and these radiology-specific assessments. Future research should explore outcome measures 292 
that relate to important non-academic attributes in order to judge the quality of the SJT for 293 
selection purposes. 294 
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It is noticeable that there is heterogeneity in the data between Deaneries. For example, 295 
radiology shortlisting scores in London and the East of England Deaneries correlated well 296 
with the two GP selection assessments whereas radiology shortlisting scores in the Mersey, 297 
Peninsula and West Midlands Deaneries correlated poorly with the two GP selection 298 
assessments. Although not the focus of this paper, it is possible that the Deanery-specific 299 
radiology shortlisting method used in some Deaneries was more valid than the method used in 300 
other Deaneries.  301 
Selection methods such as those used in GP selection provide a standardised shortlisting 302 
selection process that is likely to increase utility substantially once the initial development 303 
phase has been completed [13,14]. The GP selection tests are completed under invigilated 304 
conditions and are machine-marked; therefore, they have significant advantages over the use 305 
of other (relatively unstandardised) approaches and could provide a cost-effective, 306 
standardised approach. Based on the evidence available, findings indicate that with further 307 
refinement, CPS tests may be appropriate assessments for selection in radiology. However, in 308 
order to use GP (or similar) SJT assessments in radiology selection, supportive evidence on 309 
validity is required. Further steps to develop both tests must be considered in the first 310 
instance.  311 
Previous job analysis studies (Patterson et al, 2009) suggests that different specialties place 312 
greater priority on certain competency domains that reflect the nature of the job role. Here, 313 
future research could explore the differences between the most important selection criteria for 314 
radiology compared to general practice. 315 
 316 
When comparing the two selection tests, this study offers further support to exploring the 317 
construct validity of SJTs in particular, which has been a topic of significant debate (refs). 318 
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Our study supports the notion that SJTs are not measuring knowledge per se, but are 319 
measuring non-academic attributes. Theoretically, SJTs are thought to measure prosocial 320 
implicit trait policies which are an individual’s beliefs about the cost/benefits or effectiveness 321 
of different behaviours in particular situations.  For example, a doctor dealing with a sensitive 322 
situation in the workplace (such as the death of a relative) may have to make a judgement that 323 
the situation demands an expression of empathy and agreeableness as a more successful 324 
strategy than lacking empathy or being disagreeable (even if the doctor is generally 325 
disagreeable or lacks empathy themselves).Given that there was no correlation observed 326 
between the SJT and subsequent performance in a clinical knowledge exam, this differential 327 
finding goes some way in supporting the construct validity of the SJT.  328 
 329 
This has important implications for further international research in using SJTs for 330 
postgraduate selection. There exists little current research relating to the use of SJTs in 331 
selection in other contexts around the globe. Further research could explore the extent to 332 
which SJTs are relevant to selection in other countries and international job analysis studies 333 
may uncover the need to focus on different non-academic attributes depending on the local 334 
health system (ref NUS?).  335 
 336 
First, it is recommended that a specific job analysis be conducted for radiology to ensure that 337 
all selection methods are targeting appropriate criteria. An initial job analysis was conducted 338 
for the GP ST role prior to the development of the GP selection assessments, [13] which was 339 
essential to ensure the content validity of the selection process (i.e. the degree to which 340 
individual test components represent GP-orientated clinical problem-solving and professional 341 
attributes targeted by the CPS and SJT respectively). Evidence sought through a job analysis 342 
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study would further inform relevant stakeholders regarding the development of a selection 343 
assessment specification for radiology [10].  344 
Second, a test specification for the CPS and SJT would need to be developed and agreed by 345 
key stakeholders in the radiology community to ensure that item content of any operational 346 
test is relevant and appropriate for radiology. These measures are likely to improve the item 347 
quality demonstrated in this study.  348 
 349 
Third, once a radiology-specific CPS test and SJT are developed, further analyses should be 350 
conducted to determine the predictive validity of the assessments using larger samples that are 351 
likely to be more representative of the radiology applicant population as a whole. 352 
Furthermore, comparisons of radiology interview scores and the CPS and SJT scores would 353 
become possible and provide useful supplementary information. 354 
 355 
Conclusions 356 
This research is an exploratory study examining the viability of the CPS test and SJT that are 357 
currently used for shortlisting of candidates for GP training, for use in radiology ST 358 
shortlisting selection. Findings indicate that with further refinement, although initially 359 
designed for selection into primary care, the CPS test may be a valid assessment for 360 
shortlisting in radiology ST and potentially other secondary care specialties. As expected, the 361 
SJT did not correlate with knowledge based outcomes as the criterion. However, further 362 
evaluations with different outcome variables that are related to important non-academic 363 
attributes (e.g. empathy, integrity, teamwork) are an important avenue for future research and 364 
is likely to enhance evidence for construct validity. We have made recommendations for 365 
future development of a radiology-specific CPS test and SJT that parallel the steps taken prior 366 
to the implementation of these selection tests for GP training shortlisting. With appropriate 367 
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design, previous research shows that SJTs can add significant value in selection processes 368 
[15] and especially for recruitment into medicine [16]. In addition, development of alternative 369 
or additive radiology-specific selection tests aimed at diagnostics or visual perception might 370 
also be worthy areas for future research. Finally, the development of a multispecialty ST 371 
shortlisting selection test may be another direction for future research that would offer 372 
multiplicative efficiency savings.  373 
 374 
 375 
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